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So …You Wanna Buy Land But Don’t Know Where to Start?
The Opportunity is Now…

So you want to buy some land…
Or at least you think you do…
But you realize you do not know the first thing about it…
Then
that familiar
voice
of kicks
fear kicks
in "What
something goes
wrong?"
It is then
that that
voice
in..“What
if if
something
goes
wrong?”

It can’t be that difficult right?

Well, yes and no.
Yes the process is very easy.
In fact in most states you do not even need a lawyer or real estate broker.
There are plenty of “For Sale By Owner” deals around where you are dealing directly with
the landowner.
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This can be a refreshing change from the high-pressure real estate brokers that most of us
are used to dealing with.
Unfortunately most brokers are commissioned based which means their goals and your
goals ARE NOT aligned. They need to make the sale and get the commission. They are less
concerned with whether it is the right property for you.
When it comes to property lawyers, sure-they are useful in highly complex residential and
commercial deals with building foundations, double glazing warranties, workmanship
issues, leaking roofs, non-paying tenants, leases, and the list goes on….
Of course if you are buying a multi-million dollar working farm with cattle, buildings and
machinery generating big cash ows, it would be a good idea to get your lawyer to make
sure everything had been checked properly and all the right questions have been asked.
However, in most cases in our business, for the most part, we deal with vacant land.
This means there are no replaced window guarantees to get, there are no leaky roofs to
investigate, there are no tenant laws to ensure have been enforced and upheld for the last
10 years… so a ton of risk of buying standard property simply is not there.

Raw land is very safe
In general it is a pile of dirt and some grass with a few trees. There are generally no
buildings, fences or assets on it….
The land values are more like $5K-$20K,
(rather than $5 million- $20 million) there is very
5
little for the lawyers to investigate or question- except for the three important questions
that I will outline here for you.
Spending 30 minutes asking these 3 questions will save you $3-4K in unnecessary lawyers
fees.
(You can thank me later- or put this $3K towards your first property )
We see all the time successful people from many di erent arenas of life buying land to
diversify their wealth and keep it safe for generations.
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For example last month we had a stock broker from Wall St buy 3 parcels of land. He had
made a lot of money in stocks, bonds and more recently Bitcoin but wanted to transfer it
out of these more speculative assets into something real that he could touch and walk on.
No matter what happens in the stock market or with crypto currency, he will still have his
land. That provides massive peace of mind.
We have had a basketball celeb buy a reasonably sized ranch. He wanted to have
somewhere to relax and chill out. He wanted to bring friends out for weekends away and
partly to store some of his wealth for the long term.
We have helped people who have start up business buy land- as it is cheaper to buy raw
land than in an established town.
Other people want a change of pace, change of lifestyle and want to life o the grid and get
back to nature.
The “risks” of what could go wrong are miniscule.
Saying that- with anything, there are a few things you need to know to ensure you are
covered and you are buying a real asset.
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So here we go…

1st Essential Factor To Ensure You Are Buying A Real Asset
Confirm Ownership Of The Land
Sounds simple but you would be amazed at the number of newbies who do not do this and
effectively buy something that does not exist!
Check that the person you are buying the land from actually owns it and therefore has the
right to sell it to you.
There have been cases where this has gone wrong- sometimes through mal-intent, but
most often through ignorance.

Let me give you 2 examples:
Example 1
Scammer example
Henry F James owns 61 acres in Utah. He decides to sell and puts an advert up. A scammer
(perhaps called Howie Scammer) spots this and decides to cash in.
He also puts up several ads to sell the same property (which he does not own).
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“Innocent buyer”starts interacting with Howie Scammer who he assumes is the owner. He
says he owns it after all. He checks out the property and decides to buy and wires his
money to Howie.
Only later does he nd he paid someone who is not the owner of the property. Henry F
James is still the rightful owner of the land.
“Innocent Buyer” has bought nothing and Howie has now disappeared.
Example 2
Innocent example
This happens commonly in family cases where perhaps the parents jointly owned a
property. One parent or both parents have died. Or there is a divorce.
There are two names on the property.
One of the parties decides to sell.
You buy from one of the owners only to nd out that they did not have the right to sell to
you.
There can be complications with death, divorce and properties left to the kids.

How To Protect Yourself
Before you get too stressed and think that it is all too difficult, know that you can satisfy real
Get stressed and think it sounds too di cult, know that all of these issues can be avoided
very easily and quickly with a simple phone call.

ownership with a phone call to the county. Make sure the person/people you are dealing with is
on the county property owner records.
Simply call the Recorder’s Office in the county that the property is located.
You can easily find their number through a Google search.
Ask them who owns the property
Ask yourseller to email you.
You can also ask to see their ID.
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As long as the name on their ID matches the name on the deed, you can be con dent to
move forward.
If however, you are dealing with Joe Bloggs who is on the deed but the deed also has the
name of Mary Bloggs, you need to ensure that both parties have agreed to sell the property
to you.
It might be that Mary Bloggs has died.
It might be that Mary Bloggs is an ex wife- who has not given permission to sell the land.
It might be that Mary Bloggs is business partner, friend, aunt, it does not really matter.
What matters is that you know who everyone is listed on the deed and they have all given
consent to sell.
If circumstances have changed- due to death, divorce, break up of a business partnership,
then it is up to the seller to seek legal advice to address the issue. It is not your problem and
you cannot sort it out.
Simply let them know that you are still interested in the property and to get back to you
when the deed is in the correct name.
Until that happens, do not give up your search. Keep looking for your dream parcel of land
and keep moving forward.

If you do have your heart set on a particular parcel, and you know there is a
complication with ownership, it does not mean that all is lost. It means it would be a good idea
to engage a title company to do the work for you and close the deal. If there is a "cloud" on title, the
title company's job is to work through these issues for you, ensure clear ownership and make sure
no money changes hands until everything has been checked and is clear to proceed.
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2nd Essential Question to Ask To Ensure You Are Buying A Real Asset
Check the property is free and clear of any Back Taxes And Liens
When you buy land, the debts and liens on the property, often stay with the property, not
the person.
So if your seller has thousands of dollars owing in back taxes and debts on the property and
sells to you, YOU take on these liabilities. He pockets the cash for the sale and walks away
super happy and very glad he met you!
If you forget to check this out, it is possible that you become responsible for someone else’s
taxes, mortgages and debts that could date back years.
Watch out!

Example 1-Ouch!
That bargain parcel of land valued at $10K, that you picked up for $7K…..might have $19K
taxes and debts associated with it that YOU must now pay.
This would certainly ruin the excitement of your first land purchase!!!

Example 2- Fair Deal
If you agreed to buy their land for $7K, then found out that they owe $4k in back taxes, it
would be a fair offer to say “I’ll give you $3K and I’ll pay off the taxes”.
That way you still get the property at the same price and get your land. The seller can clear
their taxes and move on.
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Everybody’s happy.
If however the situation in example 1 occurred, you had a deal to buy the land at $7K, then
found out there was $19K owing in back taxes, you would have to tell the seller, he needs to
pay off the back taxes before you can buy the property.
Tell him to get back to you when the taxes are cleared and you will be happy to purchase
the property.
In the meantime, you do not wait around for this to happen. Keep looking and nd a parcel
that you can move on right now.
If he gets back to you at some point in the future, maybe you will consider it again.
Who knows- you may have caught a land buying addiction and be looking for your second
parcel by then

How To Protect Yourself
Luckily nding out the nancial liens on a property does not require the skill of James Bond
or deductive powers of Hercule Poirot. It simply requires a quick phone call to the
Treasurer’s Office of the county the property is located in.
Ask them if there are any back taxes or liens on the property. There will have it all there in
black and white and will be happy to tell you.
Check also with the municipality if the property is located inside an incorporated area.
As stated above, if you do find money is owed, it does not mean it is a deal breaker.
It gives you an opportunity to negotiate with the seller.
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3rd Essential Question to Ask To Ensure You Are Buying A Real Asset
Confirm the Purpose You Want The Land Is Allowed
There are generally two types of people who purchase land:
1. Those that do not want to do anything with it. They just buy and hold for the long term
hoping for capital appreciation
2. Those that have de nite plans for it in the near term. For example the want to build a
retirement home on it, or open a caravan park or start a cattle farm or a paintballing
business.
If you have a de nite purpose in mind, it is essential to verify beforehand exactly what
activities are allowed on that property and what zoning restrictions exist in that area.

Example 1
Some areas allow camping but only for 30 days a year. If you were thinking of living there
permanently in a tent, you might find you were moved on.

Example 2
Some areas do not allow building
Other areas have a time to build requirement where you MUST build within a certain time
period
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How To Protect Yourself
Call the planning and zoning department in the county where the land is located.
They will be able to clarify your situation speci cally and let you know the rules in that area
and direct you to certain experts you may need to talk to in order to achieve your aims or
get quotes for wells or permits or septic systems.
You can often download the zoning information from the county website.
This is a good starting point, however, I advise all my clients to actually call up a human
being in the zoning and planning office who has dealt with lots of these cases before.
Discuss exactly what your plans are and get reassurance that they are happy for your
project to go ahead.
They may be extremely helpful and give you lots of local contacts which would be
encouraging.
Or they may tell you straight out that you cannot do what you were thinking of in this area.
Or there is often an in between answer where if you met x, y and z criteria, then your project
would be viable.

Example 1
For example in an area that has no water, they might not allow permanent dwellings but if
you were to drill a well and install a septic tank, then you would have permission to live
there permanently.
Either way, this is essential to know in advance.

Example 2
I have only come across one case where a certain person did not bother to check out the
rules beforehand and make sure they had the correct permissions.
They went ahead with a small project. The County found out (they always do!) and they were
forced to go through the expense of tearing it down and restoring it back to the way it was.
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This was a heart breaking and expensive mistake.
One that can be easily prevented by following the steps I have outlined above.

Summary
Remember in any purchase, it is buyer beware.
Ultimately it is up to YOU to ensure the property which you are considering is suitable for
your purposes.
Sometimes your seller will know this information and be super helpful.
However it is always wise to verify this information independently for yourself for peace of
mind.
These 3 essential questions you need to ask involve 3 simple phone calls and take you less
than 30 minutes.
This will prepare you better than 90% of buyers that we see who do very little preparation
or research.
Seriously, 90% of buyers do nothing. No research, no questioning.
Just buy based on faith.
To be honest, because most land sellers are very honest, and because nothing can really go
wrong with raw land, most buyers have no issues whatsoever and have an awesome time
with their land purchase.
Luckily, most people in the land business are not scammers or high pressure sales people.
They are often very honest families and simple people who enjoy rural life, peace and quiet
and are looking for a decent owner to pass their beloved land to if they need to move for
whatever reason.
It is actually very refreshing!
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100% Money Back Guarantee

More Questions?

Even though I know land is an awesome long term investment

Even though
ana awesome
long term
Thereyou
is aknow
lot to land
learn in
and
lot to understand
wheninvestment…
you are making a sizeable purchase like

buying vacant land.

What if you bought some then it did not turn out to be what you expected?

You can read blogs and posts and you-tube videos for months or years.
Of course, in many cases it is FAR better than most people expect.

But nothing will replace actually “doing” it.

But whatIfifyou
youwould
regretted
the
purchase?
like to
talk
through your proposed purchase and ask any questions, we would be

happy to speak with you and help you in any way we can.
You don’tEveryone
want to be starts
stuck with
it- right?
at the
beginning

and it is very easy to become

overwhelmed.

Let me ask you a question?
There is no pressure to buy and our interest is in helping you make the right decision for you.
What if you
bought
a stock,
then
weeks
later
you regretted
If what
we have
available
at the2 time
is not
suitable,
that’s OK. buying that stock?

Maybe
will bring on some different parcels later that might work for you.
Tough luck!
Am Iwe
right?
If not, that’s ok too.

Or you bought house then regretted it a month later and wished you could back out?

We are in this business for the long term.

Never happens
right?
We want
to be the trusted place you come to for your land purchases and the many more you

might make over the years.
Tough luck!
We want you to recommend us to your friends and family.

certainlyLand
do not
want
you that
to be this
unhappy
with any
make
us. get all
Well we, We
at Vacant
USA
know
happens
all purchase
the time.you
That
youwith
might
excited, buy
regretonitour
a month
later…
We some
ONLYland,
havethen
properties
site that
we own.
This means we have thoroughly vetted and checked out each property we own as we do
No problem…
NOT buy lemons :)

Hey – we have done it ourselves…..

We are not “commission chasers”
We do not have “sales targets”
But remember that land is a precious resource.
In this game, you snooze, you lose!
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We are in this business for the long term.

These parcels do not come up all the time.
We want to be the trusted place you come to for this land purchase and the many more you
might make over the years.

Another 1000 identical parcels cannot be 3D printed (as far as I know!)

If a parcel is bought today, it might not be available again for 10-20 years- or ever.
We want you to recommend us to your friends and family.

A lot of people keep land in their family for generations and keep accumulating more as it becomes
available.
We certainly do not want you to be unhappy with any purchase you make with us.

If you do see something you like, do your research, get in touch and take action.

Sowewe
anour
iron
daysatisfaction
guarantee.
As
aimoffer
to price
landclad
below100%
market90
value,
it does sell quickly.
We aim to answer you quickly to the best of our knowledge.
Of course we also encourage you to do your own research following the steps above so you can have peace
of mind.
We do everything we can to ensure you are getting the right property for your needs.

Owning Land is Cool
Owning Land is Fun
Owning Land is a Smart and Stable Long Term Investment
Owning Land Gives You Plenty of Options
If, for whatever reason, you are not happy with your purchase, simply let us know within 90
days and we will give you a complete refund or exchange it for something you like better.

Any questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch

No choice!
question is too silly
Your
We are happy to help and discuss your needs.

This gives you a ton of options.

If you have a need for property that we do not have on our site, let us know.
It allows
to make
a deposit
a piece
BEFORE
they go see it.
We mayour
be buyers
able to source
it or
be on theon
lookout
forofitproperty
to add to our
portfolio.

So let
know,
what
it youtaken
are looking
formarket
right now?
That
wayusyou
know
weishave
it off the
and it is yours if you want it.
I know of buyers who have tried to buy through other companies.
They find a property they are interested in, then drive 6 hours to go check it out.
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Website:- www.vacantland-usa.com
Phone:- 1-865-245-9972
Email:- hello@vacantland-usa.com

Phone:- 865-245-9972
Phone:- 314-328-6440
Phone:- 541-357-3664
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